
A Testimonial to Roof Pro's
To Chris McKinney

Dear Sir, A few weeks ago I had the pleasure of meeting nryo of Roof Pro's field
representatives, Evan Webster, and Kyle Cassavant. I want to express how extremely pleased I
was at their professionalism, integrity, politeness, kindness, and theil knowledge. Being a
businessman myself for thiry years, I know the importance of having the very best employee's
you can have, of which you have two. To have men like this represent your company will end
up paying you very high dividends. Though young, they exhibit maturiry most men will never
attain. It's because of how they represented their company, of which they were extremely
proud, was the main reasol why I followed through with my insurance company for a new roof
replacement due to storm damage.

My roof was old and needed to be replaced, but I neyer realized that damage from a

hail storm on June 24'h 2Ol3 in Wynantskill, NY was covered under my home insurance
policp and the sad thing is most people don't have this knowledge and think it's a scam.
They need to be educated. In fact, the roof could look very normal to the average person
but when the Pro's come in with the insurance claim adjuster, they are able to see how the
roof has been compromised and if there is damge your insurance company will give full
replacement for a new roof, it's their investment also. I will be sure to tell my neighbors
they should have an inspection on there roof.

Evan Webster is your ticket to success. He followed through meeting the claims adjuster
and worked for my best interest. He's a man of his word. When he says he'llbe there at a
certain time, he's there. I know the Claims Adjuster was impressed with Evan's professionalism
and knowledge.also. Evan has immediately responded to phone calls and answered all my
questions which gave me so much security in having Roof Pro's do the work. Evan is humble,
but yet bold when he needs to be, for the best interest of his customer and his company and he
works fairly with insurance companies.

I am confident that you see all the greatness this man has. Unfortunately some companies
don't and end up taking advantage of their best. This should never happen! I know he brags
about you all the time. You are his role model. Please, take good care of him, he deserves the
very best. You have a gold mine with both Evan and Kyle, and your customers are exfiemely
blessed. We will continue to tell others about Roof Pro's.

The funny thing about this is every house I pass I now look for storm damaged roofs. ThaCs
how well they trained us. Thank you Mr. Mckinney for everything and please feel free to use
this testimonial in any of your advertisements, for your customers, and insurance companies,
and please fellfi'ee to leave a sing on my lawn for others to see. In fact, I would have a bunch
of these testimonials printed up and give them to every house you go to as testimonial of a
company with integrity. There's nothing better than a satisfied customer!

Thank 1fou, Mike Martoccio Albro Ave. Wynantskill, NY


